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\textbf{Offline}: solvable in polynomial time as a maximum flow problem
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Jobs arrive online over time at their release date.

- $m = 1$: several optimal algorithms (EDF, LLF, etc.)
- $m \geq 2$: no optimal algorithm [Dertouzos & Mok ’89]

Resource augmentation: extra speed or additional machines

Performance of an Algorithm A:
Required speed $s \geq 1$ such that A is optimal on $m$ machines of speed $s$ for any instance that is feasible on $m$ speed-1 machines.

Goal: Find algorithm with minimum speed requirement.
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Key challenge: “lower bound” resp. estimate of an optimal schedule

Relaxation: allow parallel processing of job $j$

$\rightarrow$ but only when job is underworked: $p_j - p_j(t) < t - r_j$

Yardstick algorithm

1. Consider jobs in EDF-order.
2. Schedule each job as early as possible on as many machines as possible until it is not underworked anymore. Then use one machine until completion.
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Lemma

The algorithm assigns
- at most $\alpha$ units of a job to the same slot
- $p_j$ units only to time slots between $r_j$ and $d_j$
- no workload of $j$ to slots before $t$

- When scheduling at time $r_j$ this is per definition true.
- Rescheduling $j$ at some later release date $t$, only postpones processing of jobs.

Remains to show: capacity constraint is met for $\alpha = \alpha_m$. 
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Suppose not. Then there is a step in $A$ that exceeds height $\alpha m$.

---

**Lemma**: At any time, the remaining work of job $j$ in our schedule is not more than that remaining in the yardstick schedule.
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**Volume argument**

Partition set of jobs contributing to first step in $A$:

- $B := \{ j \mid f_j \leq z \}$
- $C := \{ j \mid x_j \leq z \leq f_j \}$
- $D := \{ j \mid z < x_j \}$

$$m\alpha(z - t) < \text{volume}(B, C, D)$$
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**Theorem**

The algorithm respects the processing capacity when given speed \( \alpha_m \).

- Jobs in B and C contribute in our schedule not more than in YS.
- For \( j \in D \) define:
  \[
  a_j = \frac{x_j}{z} \\
  b_j = \frac{(p_j - (f_j - x_j))}{z}
  \]
- It is sufficient to set \( \alpha \) to optimum of
  \[
  \max \quad \frac{m + \sum_{i=1}^{D} b_i}{m - k + \sum_{i=1}^{D} a_i} \\
  \text{s.t.} \quad 0 \leq b_i, b_i \leq a_i, a_i \geq 1, \\
  a_i \geq a_{i-1} + b_i/m
  \]
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Real-time Scheduling

A task system is feasible if every (legal) job sequence admits a feasible schedule.

- Periodic systems: exactly one legal job sequence
- Sporadic systems: infinitely many legal job sequences

Feasibility Problem

Input: task system $T$, number of processors $m$
Output: YES / NO such that
- YES $\Rightarrow T$ is feasible on $m$ processors
- NO $\Rightarrow T$ is not feasible on $m$ processors

Bad news: the feasibility problem is often intractable.
**σ-Approximate Feasibility Problem**

**Input:** task system $\mathcal{T}$, number of processors $m$

**Output:** YES / NO such that

YES $\Rightarrow \mathcal{T}$ is feasible on $m$ speed-$\sigma$ processors

NO $\Rightarrow \mathcal{T}$ is not feasible on $m$ speed-1 processors
Results for Approximate Testing

Sporadic task systems

- \((2 - \frac{1}{m} + \epsilon)\)-approximate feasibility test
  [Bonifaci, Marchetti-S., Stiller '08]

Periodic task systems

- coNP-hard even if \(\sigma = n^{1-\epsilon}\)
  [Bonifaci, Chan, Marchetti-S., M. '10]
- Synchronous tasks: \((2 - \frac{1}{m} + \epsilon)\)-approximate feasibility test
  [Albers, Slomka '04], [Bonifaci, Chan, Marchetti-S., M. '10]
- Constant \# of task types: \((2 - \frac{1}{m})\)-approximate feasibility test
  [Baruah, Rosier, Howell '90], [Bonifaci, Chan, Marchetti-S., M. '10]
Notion of Workload

Bonifaci, Marchetti-S., Stiller 2008

feasible on $m$ processors $\Rightarrow ffd([t_1, t_2]) \leq m$ for all $[t_1, t_2]$

$\Rightarrow T$ EDF-schedulable on $m$ speed-$(2^\log m)$ processors

FPTAS for approximating max $t_1, t_2$ ffd$([t_1, t_2])$ within $(1 + \epsilon)$
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**Theorem**

\[
\frac{\text{ffd}([t_1, t_2])}{t_2 - t_1} \leq m \text{ for all } [t_1, t_2]
\]

⇒ online yardstick schedule finishes all jobs by their deadlines
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yardstick:

Theorem

\[
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\]
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**ffd and yardstick**

**ffd([t₁, t₂]):**

**yardstick:**

\[
\text{ffa}([t₁, t₂]) \leq m \quad \text{for all } [t₁, t₂]
\]

⇒ online yardstick schedule finishes all jobs by their deadlines

⇒ our algorithm schedules \( T \) on \( m \) machines of speed \( \alpha_m < 1.582 \)

**Yields improved approximate feasibility tests.**
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